The owners are California natives who met in high-school! They had lived in the original home for a few years with their three young children before deciding to remodel. Their goal was to bring the home up to date without losing the character and cozy feel of their quintessential California bungalow. Collaborating with interior designer, Cecily Mendell of Cecy J Interiors, the couple wanted the house to be beautiful, yet approachable, while maintaining a natural flow and serving as a place to entertain family and friends, play and simply relax. An emphasis was placed on making each room special, but functional, and the result is a house that exudes an elegant, laid back, barefoot approach to living that California is known for.

Some of the most dramatic changes to the home were new hardwood floors by Francois & Co., and incredible custom lighting. The homeowners had planned a “day” date in San Francisco to peek at some potential product selections. Their first stop was at The Future Perfect and after one look at the Lindsey Alderman, Branching Bubble in Milk Glass, they knew that was not only the chandelier they wanted for the dining room but also the perfect piece of art for the space. Lindsey was actually no longer producing the piece in Milk Glass but she made an exception and produced it for the couple.